KEY FEATURES

+ Travel info in real time
+ Departure info at the stop level
+ Departure info across forms
of transport
+ Friendly service
+ Vandal proof
+ 24/7 operation

OUTDOOR BUILD-IN MODULE
RELIABLE TRAVEL INFORMATION
More and more passengers want better travel information about their journey, particularly if something
unexpected occurs, such as a breakdown or changes
in traffic.
MultiQ's digital departure, traffic and information solutions are designed to optimize the level of information
from various public transport systems. They can also
convey important information about upcoming or current irregularities in traffic.
Our solutions displays location - specific travel information, in real-time, for bus, metro, train and subway – all
the way down to the local stop level.
The Info Monitors give passengers the opportunity to
get relevant traffic and travel information where it is
needed. These solutions are available with or without

an information field at the bottom of the monitor. The
information field can be used to show relevant traffic
information, such as route changes, road work, new
timetables, local news, etc.
Departure information is updated automatically and
retrieved from Rejseplanen's timetable data via mobile
network.
TECHNOLOGY
The unit is designed for installation in existing poles,
shelters, walls, etc. The tempered safety glass front is
equipped with an effective filter which absorbs 99.96%
of the harmful UV-radiation.
The display has a 178° viewing angle,
temperature sensors and light sensor.
The built-in Media Controller is a powerful industrial PC
built for 24/7 operation in harsh environments.
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DISPLAY

Specifications

OUTDOORBUILD-IN MODULE

Display size

19,5"

Aspect ratio

9:16

Resolution

900 × 1600

Visible area

236 mm × 434 mm

Brightness

Max. 1000 cd/m2

Contrast ratio

1000:1

MTBF (Backlight)

50,000 hours

CABINET
Outer material

Aluminium

IP class

IP53

Front

Tempered glass

MEDIA PLAYER
Type

Industry type for Transportation applications

Operating system

Windows Embedded Standard 7

CPU

AMD G-T56N Dual Core 1.65GHz

Memory

2G DRAM DDR3

Hard drive

SATA, 160 GB, 8M buffer, 24/7 operation

Network

LAN / MOBILE NETWORK

OPTIONS
Internal speakers

Yes

Volume control

Yes, automatic adjustment

WiFi access point

Yes

MISCELLANEOUS
Warranty

24 months

Power consumption

35 W
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